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RPL Project – Current Standing
till 22nd February, 2021
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35,000 24,773 22,657

Candidates
Trained &
Assessed

18,665

Candidates
Certified

States
Covered

16,108
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Highlights of the
Launch of the RPL Program
RPL Program for the Auto Service Technicians
launched by Vimla Devi, Surajpur
(District Counselor) Chhattisgarh
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Mobilization Process
Automotive Skills Development Council’s appointed RPL Facilitators appointed
mobilizers, who worked closely with all stakeholders at the ground level, including
Garage owners, local representatives, panchayats, et cetera for effective mobilization
Additional outreach channels and media such as distributing flyers, posters, banners
in the respective localities and local shopping areas, community meetings, focused
group discussions, et cetera were also deployed to ensure maximum penetration,
and active participation of the community
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Success Stories
Satish Kushwaha
Location – Indore

I am running automotive workshop but i was not having any certificate
of degree in this domain.
I took the RPL training under PMKVY and I participated in the training
process in the month of November. I took my training in the service
technician job role under Automotive Sector. I heard that through
PMKVY the govt. of India is providing training and certificate for those
who have a business stronghold and can have updated technology .
The certificate and training seemed lucrative to me and that’s why I
participated.
I believe that this training will definitely create a difference for me and
I am also interested to work outside this region. The trainers taught
us well and the practical sessions were also beneficial for us. This
training has also improved our working ability. Apart from that we
also learned different interview skills required for a job. These training
will definitely help me to grow my business.

Kiran Sonar
Location - MP

I took my RPL training of service technician under automotive Sector
in the month of November. I participated in the training process to
learn more about the working skills required to become a proper
and skilled frame maker technician. I heard about this training when I
attended a campaign from NTI. On that time I decided to participate
in this training process and got certified. The govt. is doing a great
job by providing training and certificate free of cost for the upliftment
of those who are semi-skilled. Those workers who are interested to
work outside their home city will also get benefited by this training
and certificate.
The training process was nice. The trainers tough a lot to help us to
understand the different values and aspects of our job sector. The
training process was so nice and lucid that I am now able to understand
the complex processes related to my job.

Disclaimer: These are translated to English from vernacular language

Success Stories
Hameed Babu
Location - Kanpur

I am Hamid Babu. My educational qualification is class 10. I live with
my parents in Kanpur. I started working in a Automotive repaire shop
about 4 years ago. My father is running this shop since long time. I
heard about RPL training from my friend and we together went for
the training. The training was a two day session followed by a test.
I get trained in frame maker goldsmith under Gems and Jewellery
Sector. I heard that through PMKVY project our govt. is training those
who are semi-skilled and also providing certificate after completion
of training. This certificate boost my confidance as it is my first
professional certificate and happy to have it.

Shakti Singh
Location - Kanpur Nagar

I am Shakti Singh. My educational qualification is class 10 and I am living
in Kanpur Nagar. I participated in a campaign by NTI where i cleared
all my doubts related to RPL training of PMKVY. I participated in a
RPL training process under PMKVY. I took my training on component
maker under Automotive sector.
I found it useful where we learnet someting extra. The insurance benifit
along with certificate is very good. Machanics don’t take insurance.
I got certificate for it which gives me quite good feel as i got my
professional certificate. I would like to thank govt for this owner.

Disclaimer: These are translated to English from vernacular language

Success Stories
Revti Ram
Location - Surajpur

Being from a poor family earning was tough and I was
pushed in the business of vehicle repairs. The working was
tough as vehicles were updated technically and old business
was dying post the training from RPL of 3 days I have learnt a
lot. This learning has helped me to work professionally with
proper usage of tools and equipment. Now the customers
are happy with my work and business is growing.

Ramswaroop Singh
Location - Surajpur

I have been taking care of my family since childhood as
my father passed away long ago. Having dependents in
different ages is very tough to handle and the pressure of
business is accordingly very tough. When I was approached
to be part of automotive trainings I was not sure about the
outcome yet I am confident that it changes us in every
aspect. I was working but never received such insights
to handle manpower and service customers; now I earn
more with less pressure of success. I can cope with the
responsibility of the full family easily now.

Disclaimer: These are translated to English from vernacular language

Success Stories
Girish Yadav
Location - Surajpur

Working at the roadside shops is very tough specially when
you have limited source of learnings and no one to guide
you for the problems at hand. I have been handling different
vehicles for the last 5 years and every time there has been
new experiences to take home. I am glad to be trained by RPL
which has given me the opportunity to learn new technology
and my exposure has increased ever since.

Santosh Kumar
Location - Surajpur

Four wheeler is only name sake when you are working
hard, sweating out day and night but not learning enough.
It take a lot of time and money to learn things but thankfully
RPL came as a gift in disguise from God. I have learnt a
lot and many things have improved since in the name of
earnings and prospects. Now I am confident while handling
problems and giving resolutions to earn more.

Disclaimer: These are translated to English from vernacular language
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